The power of our religious traditions is a function, at least in part, of the edifying, morally elevating texts so central to them. Being ancient, however, these texts inevitably reflect⎯sometimes in shocking ways⎯the cultural settings from which they emerge. God, for example, is said in Tanach to command, or at least to allow slavery, genocide, rape, and other assorted horrors. Critics of religion often seize on these things, paying scant attention to the edifying and elevating; Defenders do the opposite.
The power of the ancient texts is not that of straightforward articulation, the way of many philosophical texts. Rather, their meanings are displayed by way of poetically infused narrative, and dramatic and mythological tropes. As with mythology, one does not want to put the stories through the wringer of the categorical imperative. Better to struggle with the dark side of God's world than to reject such ancient gifts.
How might one even begin to come to terms with divinely mandated moral horror? Given our reverence for these texts there are temptations here, most notably a tendency to minimize the moral awfulness or explain it away. At the Notre Dame Conference on the Hebrew Bible, as in the history of theology, there were many such defenses. Some seemed at the extreme: God, it was said, having granted the gift of life, a temporary gift, can justifiably withdraw it at will. There is, it would follow and it was urged, no issue at all about the death of good people. Being with God in heaven is, for all we know, a superior situation than life on earth, so that even the killing of babies, when divinely mandated, may not represent a morally significant problem. At lesser extremes were variations on familiar modes of theodicy.
Needless to say, and worth saying, not all the contributions by religiously committed contributors were along such lines. But those that were dominated, or so it seemed. Moreover, one had a sense that the Critics and many Defenders of traditional religion agreed on the general idea that some such defense is what traditional religion implicates. For the Critics such defenses provide ample reason for skepticism about the whole enterprise.
My aim here is to provide a very different sense of traditional religion, one that agrees with the Critics on the utter unacceptability of such defenses. The quotation from Isaiah at the head of this paper speaks of a dark side to God's world; a part and parcel of creation, no mere surface appearance. This is less than a happy thought⎯to all of us, religiously committed or not. But it has the ring of truth.
Peter Van Inwagen points out 3 that Tanach is more like a library than a work, indeed one whose ethical ideas are under development, one that represents no single doctrine on many key notions. And this applies to my Isaiah-inspired view of evil and its place in creation. Such is clearly not the only attitude towards evil in Tanach, but it is one to which I want to focus attention.
Our problem, though, is not just the dark side of creation, natural evil for example. It's difficult to read the text naively⎯a good thing in my view 4 ⎯and not come away with a sense of a dark side to God. In the cases of Amalek and the Akedah, 3 In his talk at the conference. See his paper, …, in this volume. 4 Such naïve readings may not prove tenable in the end. And a religious tradition, almost like the courts in our legal tradition, may provide another reading of what, as it were, the constitution meant. But it is important to pay significant attention to what the text seems to say, to stay with the naïve reading for a while.
had we not seen such texts we likely would have denied their possibility. For God asks of us what is not only immoral, but a violation of something at the heart of what God presumably stands for, killing children for example.
Indeed, in the case of the Akedah⎯even more horrendous⎯God commands
Abraham not only to violate a moral norm, one that resides close to Abraham's core.
God commands Abraham to kill his child, his only child, his beloved child. If asked to do this, the last thing one (other than maybe Kant…) would naturally think about is the moral violation. (It helps here to have had children of one's own.) "But it's my boy!," we can imagine him screaming, to himself if not to God. Indeed the very language of the command seems to rub it in, to put it, so to speak, right in Abraham's face.
My emphasis here will be on the Akedah and also on the strange story of Job.
These stories represent God's treatment not of His (or Israel's) enemies, but rather of His beloved, and so they have a special sting. God considers Abraham one with whom He is intimate, 5 and yet asks of him the unspeakable. God mandates the death of Job's children as an Accuser-inspired 6 test of this person whom God judges to be the most righteous on earth. Why is this not moral monstrosity?
Such a question, admittedly on the edge of blasphemy, seems a religious imperative. Let me selectively choose several biblical texts in support of this idea. I'll return below to my selectivity.
In Genesis 18, only a few chapters before the Akedah, God approaches Abraham with his plan to destroy Sodom and Gomorrah. Imagine Abraham's reaction; an intimidating situation, even terrifying, not to speak of confusing. For many of us, standing up to social pressure is difficult enough; standing up to God is unimaginable. And yet Abraham challenges God in the strongest moral terms. Abraham's lack of care for his own safety, for his life after all, his being nothing less than appalled at God and unable to keep quiet about it, these things are no doubt part of why he is so revered by the tradition. And if one can say it, perhaps this is part of why he is revered by God, honored with intimacy.
At the end of the Book of Job, God rebukes Job's ironically named "Comforters." They appropriately begin their visit with the bereft Job, sitting silently with him for a full week in the manner of Jewish mourning practices. Silence is difficult to sustain, however, and when the conversation begins, it quickly degenerates. They criticize Job in the manner of conventional religious thinking, ways that are all too familiar. God is just; so Job must be deserving of what's befallen him. He should repent and beg for God's understanding and forgiveness, and the like. We, the readers, know better, having been apprised at the beginning of the book of Job's innocence. What happens does so as a result of a challenge to God from "the Accuser," a representation according to C. G. Jung of God's insecurity about Job's love. Jung's suggestion is irreverent, but hardly out of line with the text.
God's eventually rebukes the Comforters; they, unlike Job failed to tell the truth about God. This, I want to suggest, is an ethical moment of inestimable importance. God appears to be saying that the usual pietisms are false and objectionable, that Job's pre-Whirlwind near blasphemous remarks about God's injustice were well taken.
In selecting the passages from Genesis and Job I am, admittedly, being (2.5) Else I will strip her naked And leave her as on the day she was born:
Render her like desert land, And let her die of thirst.
In the 1948 Academy Award winning film, The Best Years of Our Lives, a daughter who is suffering through a difficult relationship cries to her parents about the contrast between her own relationship and that of her parents. She remarks that her parents have always had one another; their intimacy was a constant source of untroubled support, this as opposed to her own situation. Her mother looks at her father, turns to her, and replies, "If you only knew how many times we had to fall in love again." The comment applies well to the intimacy between God and His people as depicted in Tanach and as understood and experienced in Jewish tradition.
Such is quite a different conception of loving and being loved by God than our usual one: grace on the part of God and adoration of perfection on our side. This is not to say that on the suggestion I am developing God's love for Israel and Israel's for God are one and the same. But the Bible's model moves us closer to a human love relationship. In neither direction does this sort of love presuppose that its object is perfect. God as depicted in Tanach is not the perfect being of later tradition. Even before we get to serious moral problems with God, He is spoken of as changing his mind, as angry and resentful, even petty at times, and subject to flattery, and the rest.
It is striking that the Song of Songs (or of Solomon) with its depiction of erotic love, was canonized and used by the religious traditions to model the relationship between God and the people Israel, or God and the Church, etc. We should, I think, not pass over the eroticism too quickly. 8 What does it mean to model⎯even as one model among others⎯the relationship between persons and God in this way? Seemingly important is the central role of our longing for intimacy with God, someone with whom we share our deepest longings, pains, and joys. There is also the suggestion of a certain longing on the part of God, for intimacy with His people, for sharing their love in the context of a transformed world. Early in Genesis, for example, God is angry at our antics, even regretful that he initiated the human experiment. But these were the emotions of a being that wasdespite the anthropomorphism-somehow wholly other, the awesome Creator of 9 Soncino Press, (London, 1983) . the universe in whose hands was its destruction, a somewhat remote purveyor of rage, passion, justice and the rest. One aspect of this humanizing of the divine image, interestingly parallel to (roughly simultaneous) Christian developments, 13 is a new emphasis on divine vulnerability. God is, as it were, exposed to the elements to a degree scarcely predictable by what we knew of Him.
Closely related is what we might call divine approachability. God, in Genesis, is available to the patriarchs, and to some extent to the matriarchs. But the Midrash on Lamentations (in the continuation of Proem 24) imagines the three patriarchsAbraham, Isaac, and Jacob-and Moses pleading with God for mercy. God, however, is unaffected; he cannot or will not comply. Eventually, he does promise to restore Israel to its place, but the promise is made not to the patriarchs or Moses. It is only mother Rachel who can move Him. Rachel tells God that she knew of her father's plan to substitute Leah for her in marriage to Jacob. She attempted to foil the plan, but when that failed 12 Proem 24. For more detail see my paper from which this discussion of the midrash is adapted, "Coming to Terms with Exile," H. Wettstein, ed. Diasporas and Exiles (UC Press, 2002) . For a more complete treatment see Alan Mintz, Hurban: Responses to Catastrophe in Hebrew Literature, (Syracuse, N.Y., 1996) . 13 A key difference of course is that in Jewish thought, there is no suggestion of God becoming-or having an aspect that is-human in some more serious or literal sense. I relented, suppressed my desire, and had pity upon my sister that she should not be exposed to shame…I delivered over to my sister all the signs which I had arranged with Jacob so that he should think that she was Rachel. More than that, I went beneath the bed upon which he lay with my sister; and when he spoke to her she remained silent and I made all the replies in order that he should not recognize my sister's voice. I did her a kindness, was not jealous of her, and did not expose her to shame.
And if I, a creature of flesh and blood, formed of dust and ashes, was not envious of my rival and did not expose her to shame and contempt, why should You, a King who lives eternally and is merciful, be jealous of idolatry in which there is not reality, and exile my children and let them be slain by the sword… Forthwith, the mercy of the Holy One, blessed be He, was stirred, and He said, "For your sake, Rachel, I will restore Israel to its place."
It is interesting that Rachel does not argue on the grounds of justice. Nor does she appeal on the basis of her own merit, as do the patriarchs, Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob (earlier in Proem 24). Her appeal is more personal, predicated on issues of character.
My aim in this paper is not to answer the central questions of the Conference.
I don't know how to do that, although I'll say a bit by way of speculation below.
Instead I've attempted to alter our perspective in a way that puts those questions in a different light.
I want to return now to the Akedah and Job specifically to note some features common to both stories. These stories have a kind of resonance that defies time. We somehow feel that things haven't changed that much. Of course God does not ask us to sacrifice our children. But we, like Abraham, are put in situations that test us, or test our souls, situations⎯writ large and often small⎯in which we have to choose between incompatible but truly non-negotiable values. And while the mythological sounding text attributes Job's losses to God's wager with the Accuser, the fact is that awful things happen to people without apparent reason, often pretty obviously undeserved. And so we can feel and share Job's hurt and his eventual outrage.
"These things really happen," the texts seem to speak to us; the sense that the universe treats us as if by a whim is familiar.
So there is a kind of truth, or universality, to these stories, right at the outset. I see a certain truth as well in the human heroes' responses. I use "truth" here in a way that I don't have entirely under control. Perhaps it would be more cautious to say that both Abraham and Job, as I read the stories, are moral heroes; they exemplify ethical virtues of the first importance. And in the case of Job, God's revelation to him from the Whirlwind⎯I'll discuss it below⎯is at once a revelation to us, another measure of the truth I see in these stories.
My reading, though, is certainly controversial; to take the case of Abraham, some see mere obedience⎯ethically deficient⎯where I see ethical/spiritual valor.
Job is often praised for his patience, actually rather short lived, and not the integrity, even spiritual stubbornness, which I will emphasize. What follows is a quick sketch of my readings of those texts. The text, strikingly spare, invites us to imagine Abraham's reaction. How could he not have been feeling alone in the universe? It must have been a long and lonely night. As I imagine his response the next morning⎯all one can do is dwell in the language, letting it seep in⎯what he does is to proceed, to march resolutely ahead, his eyes fixed, together (the Hebrew yachdav, repeated several times, suggests intimate togetherness) with his beloved son.
Abraham's transcendent faith is exhibited in his ability to so march forward, not knowing where the path will lead, but ready to follow it, with confidence that he will know what to do when he has to. 14 To withstand any such an experience must be transformative. And sometimes, as the text perhaps suggests, one comes out the other end having survived that ordeal, loves intact, having grown in ways otherwise unavailable. I hope it is clear that I mean this as a comment on Abraham, and hardly a justification of God's command. If I am even roughly on track, there is universal significance here.
Turning to Job, let's distinguish the core of the story from the very strange beginning⎯God and the Accuser⎯and the equally strange end⎯when Job is restored, a new family, riches, and the rest. The core is a classic tale: someone having had everything loses it all, hits bottom, finds God, and through God finds peace.
The peace Job finds seems in part a consequence of his spiritual straightforwardness, his own deep commitments. In his stubborn responses to the Comforters, it is as if he were speaking about a love relationship and said things like, "I don't understand. My love for her was boundless. She understood all that, and she clearly reciprocated. Until today. I am lost."
When Job hits bottom⎯sitting on a pile of ashes, scratching his lesions with potsherd⎯God appears and Job is, as it were, taken on a strange journey to a new perception of reality. God, hardly in a soft and comforting mode or mood, somewhat strangely becomes a poet and equally strangely shares with Job the view from above, the view sub specie aeternitatis, God's own sense of His achievement. The vision⎯not to speak of the experience of God⎯ is overwhelming. It inspires awe, and a strange comfort, the latter a consequence of seeing in a new perspective his own pain and the lack of justice in the world. He gets philosophical, one might say. 15 Whatever one does with the thorny business of God's role in these "tests,"
there is genuine moral and religious power in these stories. focus on what is so genuinely difficult⎯even appalling⎯God's moral role in subjecting his beloved to such tests, a topic to which I now turn.
The conception of love between people and God that I sketched above finds resonance in these two stories. Prayer experience is at its best an experience of intimacy, of sharing one's longings, pains, joys and the rest. It is, however, a strange intimacy for our experience of the Other is through a glass darkly. There is here a religious idea⎯I mean one that derives not from philosophic reflection but (in my There is a folk fable, perhaps a piece of actual history, concerning the inmates at the Auschwitz concentration camp. As the story goes, they put God on trial for crimes against humanity and against his chosen people. The jury deliberates; God is found guilty. And then the group proceeds to its afternoon prayers. A focus on this story pays dividends for understanding the religious perspective I'm trying to elucidate.
A student of mine suggested recently that one would need some doctrinal understanding in order to pray responsibly. "One needs to know to whom one is praying," as she put it. My response was that religious experience may be otherwise.
One prays; one achieves (sometimes) a sense of intimate contact. But exactly who or what "stands on the other end" is another question, a matter well beyond us.
Religion, suggests William James, is in the end a matter of the gut rather than of the head. In this spirit, I want to suggest that religion's natural bedfellows are more the arts than the sciences. Religion, wrote Santayana, pursues wisdom through the imagination. It is productive not of a system of the world, a sort of super-physics or metaphysics, but of a way⎯a literature and set of related practices⎯to ennoble human life, to give meaning to and make meaning of our deepest hopes, fears, longings, and dreams. 17 There is a tradition in Jewish commentary that Moses was asking to understand the problem of evil⎯the apparent lack of justice in God's world.
A SPECULATIVE APPENDIX
Anthropomorphism is deeply entrenched in biblical literature, in the Talmud, not to speak of our religious lives. The Rabbinic attitude to anthropomorphism, unlike that of the later philosophers, was dual: on one hand, we experience God in these anthropomorphically describable ways; at the same time, we experience Him as beyond all that. Such "inconsistency," characteristic of the sort of literary theology we find in the Bible and Talmud, is disastrous if one wants a coherent theoretical theology.
But whatever one does with the thorny problem of Biblical anthropomorphism, it is there and very prominent. God so presents Himself, and not always in the best light. Indeed, it is striking how little the Bible seems interested in creating or protecting the image of a perfect being. It is especially striking by comparison with the works of philosophers and theologians.
What then, allowing ourselves speculation, might we make of God's treatment of Job and Abraham? One is inclined to smile at Jung's suggestion that the "Satan," the Accuser in Job, represents God's insecurity about Job's love. At the same time, Israeli religious thinker David Hartman advances a related idea concerning language of Deuteronomy when God is speaking to the Israelites about their forthcoming entrance into the promised land. God, says Hartman, sounds a bit like an parent of a teenager about to leave for college. "We were together from the time of the exodus," God seems to be saying. "I was with you, led the way, protected you. Will you remember me⎯will you still love me⎯when you are in your own land, not dependent upon me for sustenance and protection?"
The idea that God is vulnerable is not new, not after the prophets and the Midrash, only a bit of which I made mention of above. Might these strange "tests" of Job and Abraham be a function of God's as-it-were humanity? Perhaps.
If one can think of these stories not as history but as parables 18 ⎯so that one doesn't have to ponder actual deaths and the like⎯another idea suggests itself. I will introduce this suggestion by way of another similarity between the Job story and the Akedah. The language of both stories, specifically, the description of God's initial command to Abraham and his mandates to the Accuser are, to put it mildly, quite stark. It is as if the reader is invited to extreme discomfort and confusion, perhaps to outrage. It would not have inappropriate for the writer to warn the reader: "what you are about to hear will make your hair stand on edge." 19 Perhaps the reader is encouraged to experience discomfort to the point of moral horror, to join Job pre-Whirlwind, to join Abraham in his reaction to God's plan for Sodom, to inquire about justice, to ask how God can be indifferent to the spiritual torture of his beloved Abraham, how He can be influenced by the Accuser 18 Job reads like a parable; the Akedah less so. Maimonides, in the Guide, announces a highly controversial methodological principle that one might think to apply to the Akedah. Strikingly, and unexplained, he does not so apply it. The idea is that when a biblical text mentions an angel, what that text formulates is not a piece of history, but rather the vision of a prophet. So Maimonides, to very mixed reviews over time, interprets the story of Abraham and the three men/angels that visit him in Mamre. To apply this to the Akedah⎯an angel is indeed mentioned in the text⎯renders it a nightmarish vision of Abraham. It would remain a tremendously interesting vision, one whose messages are hardly mooted by its vision status. 19 Thanks to Jeff Helmreich here.
in the face of what God knows about Job. Perhaps these texts are challenging us to ask hard questions that have no answers forthcoming. Why this would be is a speculative matter for another day.
These of course are the merest speculations. Here's another, from a very different direction. The Bible seems to sometimes attribute natural occurrences, the work of God's creation, to God. One quick example: Exodus speaks of God's hardening Pharoh's heart, perhaps the outcome of natural processes, as when one sets out on a ill-chosen course of action and nevertheless finds sustenance and encouragement for that course. Perhaps then it is the universe that, as it were, tests us, killing our children, removing our riches, nullifying our accomplishments, putting us in a position where we must choose between alternatives, none of which can be abandoned virtually at the cost of our selves.
I don't have a settled view, or even something that approaches one. Job and the Akedah, however, virtually reek of truth for the reasons explored above. Better to suffer in confusion about God, an appropriate state for us if not a pleasurable one, than to forego these stories that, in their own way, edify.
